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SHAKESPEARE AND THE HOUR 
BY F. V. KEYS 

In the hour of extremity, nations, no less than individuals, 
turn instinctively to the best and greatest moments of their 

history. Such moments are the gauge of the power of men, 
and of peoples ; the gauge of their power not alone to achieve 
distinction, but to resist destruction. Easily submerged in 
the shallows of what we call normal times, they rise on the 
inner horizon when man plunges in the deeps, and revive 

under the impact of desperate adversity to succor, relieve, 
and confirm. 

Shakespeare is such a moment, the greatest, in the history 
of the English race. In him, the Island genius showed what 
it could yield, when, not ceasing for a moment to be itself, 
but hospitable to every influence of a teeming time, it put 
forth the supreme flower of its richly mingled stock, and 

wafted fragrance across the universal scene. He is the 

pledge, for he is the consequence, of the susceptibility of the 

English spirit to all humane influences irrespective of time, 
or place, or race, as he is the pledge of the native power which 

could make of that so varied mingling something wholly dis 
tinctive and new: something unique in the infiniteness of its 
contrasts and in the vastness of its reconcilements. On his 

stage as on no other, man casts off the mask of the fortuitous 

and stands forth in the very lineaments of his own nature, pre 
saging that he is something more than the mere sum of his 

experiences: that in personality there lies a secret potency 
that transmutes the energies of the universe into something 
new, something unique and precious, of which mortality is a 

detail, not the end. 

There are the deepest reasons, to-day, why his country 
men should draw near to Shakespeare. In him we are taught 
what the English genius can achieve of spiritual power and 

insight and of sheer beauty, in circumstances fundamentally 
similar to our own. For to every sensitive student of human 
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affairs it is plain that we are essentially one with the gen 
erations that inaugurated the struggle, formulated or dis 
torted the aim, and consecrated or desecrated the achieve 

ment, of the Renascence. The eyes of Shakespeare opened on 
a world that was reaping the first great harvest of its spiritual 
labor. In the rich field of the Europe of the waning six 
teenth century, the tares could be descried already plentiful 
among the ears of wheat. Not only the permanent triumphs, 
the splendid consummations, of the Renascence, but also her 
sordid failures, her mere lapses back into the primitive and 
raw, her grave perversions, in matters of both private and 

public concern,?all these were present in that human life 

upon which Shakespeare looked, as Samuel Johnson ob 
served, 

" 
in the highest degree curious and attentive." 

Herein lies his significance for us to-day. For our problem 
differs scarcely even in complexity from his. The magnitude 
of the physical forces aligned to-day is simply the index of the 
sum of the spiritual powers involved; and as the opposites 
are mighty, so the issue is momentous. Who so likely to 

clarify our judgment and confirm our will, to save us from 
the twin errors of the Establishment and the Conventicle, as 
he to whose perspicacity as an observer, and to whose power 
and wisdom as judge of what is essentially our problem, all 

succeeding centuries and the stages of the world bear witness? 
This is no time for expressing our relation to Shakespeare 

by any material symbol. To-day, if ever, that relation must 
be an inward one. All the memorable tributes said or sung 
are only votive scrolls hung on the walls of the vast and view 

less temple which is Shakespeare's Influence, the only monu 
ment which he who was for his contemporaries the Soul of the 

Age would care to acknowledge, or which we need be careful 

about maintaining. If the present hour impels us to secure 
and extend this great imaginative fabric in the consciousness 
of his people, each of us must examine for himself the mean 

ing of this influence in the economy of his own life, deepen 
our understanding while confirming for the poet that ter 
restrial immortality which he, as much as any of the beings 

whose longing and whose hope he interpreted, foresaw and 
mused on. 

I 

Shakespearean. 
. . . The word evokes for me, first 

and last, the sense of something august. First and last; for 
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while the implications of the epithet are inexhaustible con 

cerning the aspects of men and things, I never cease to be 
aware of the august presence. It is as pervasive, in the 

world of his creator, as Hamlet is in Elsinor. 
When I try to follow up the sources of this impression 

I do not find that it involves any notion of remoteness or 
exclusion. iEschylus is august for me; but he is set in a civili 
zation so remote in history that only its conspicuous and 

splendid features reach me; the fine bolting-cloth of time has 
sifted it of what is casual and gross. Moreover, the spiritual 
city projected by his genius has never heard laughter, has shut 
its gates upon all save the heroic and fateful moments of the 

human spirit. He lights up the great mountains on our hori 
zon, but his alchemy does not gild the lower reaches nor the 

swarming life of the plains. iEschylus holds a court, where 

Shakespeare transfigures the race. 

Thus I discover that the vastness of its domain is indeed 
an essential factor in the august in Shakespeare. It is coin 
cident with his world ; and the marvel of that coincidence lies 
for me in the fact that the world he mirrors covers the whole 

range of the psychology of modern life. Not one of its mem 
ories is forgotten, none of its hopes unaugured. Between the 
two poles of its consciousness the whole gamut of our modern 

tragedy and comedy plays itself out. But in all the details of 
this world, from the sordid or familiar to the sublime and 

potential, I find in Shakespeare's version of it something 
august. 

And this quality, if it is not impaired by the familiar, is 

singularly independent of the element of the supernal, the 

supernatural. The thought of spiritual agencies above and 

beyond themselves is only occasional and fleeting in the 
minds of Shakespeare's men and women. The life of none 
of them revolves about any deity as a center. As the human 
heart is moved to bless or curse its fellows, the attendant gods 
come and go. They hover in the wings of the human spirit, 
and it is only to re?nforce his own judgments on his kind 
that man calls them for a moment from the void where they 

wait upon his tenderness or his fury. From all the supreme 
scenes they are absent. So are their mortal deputies. 
Churches rise only to frame some political or martial or 

merely private passion. Churchmen and friars pass across 

the stage, forwarding in the most natural manner in the 

world, human, not celestial ends, whether they play the r?le 
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of the vague official or the impotently benevolent, or insinuate 
into men's affairs the intrigues of faction and thunder the 

menaces not of heaven but of Rome. No one supernatural 
dispensation enjoys more favored treatment than another. 

Christianity, in the splendid imaginative panoply of Catholi 
cism, haunts on occasion the portals of Hamlet's memory; 
but orthodoxy neither rules his conduct nor sets the limits 
for his speculation. In his history, early beliefs are like 
first love; both are for him things 

Forward, not permanent, sweet, not lasting, 
The perfume and suppliance of a minute, 
No more. 

Unregenerate Lear invokes his gods to blight those who cross 
his imperious will, but when he casts his kingship to assume 

humanity, he acknowledges his responsibility not to the gods 
but for them. 

Indeed nothing, perhaps, is more significant in the results 
of an analysis of what I feel to be the distinguishing quality 
of Shakespeare's world, than the subordinate r?le assigned 
therein to the gods and to those who perpetuate officially 
their worship as the authors of the moral law. There is no 

design in this subordination. It is simply inevitable. Per 

haps in no other report of human affairs is the moral law so 

omnipresent or so authoritative as in Shakespeare's plays, 
but it is a moral law integrated in character. That is its 
abode and only seat. Temples and fanes dot the landscape 
of the plays as they did the Europe of Shakespeare's day; 
but neither for him nor for his people are they the sanctuaries 
that guard the moral law. They and their consecrated rituals 
are inheritances, appanages of the moral imagination of men 
and women who in all the moral crises of their lives are their 
own judges; men and women whose piety is a pietas that 

intermittently pays its tribute, in the echoing cry of frenzied 

feeling or in the wistful accent of retrospection, to the ancient 
altars, but whose will and destiny lead their feet far from the 

spiritual aisles of the past. Their organ of moral vision 
scans, not the heavens, but their own bosom and the face of 

men. It is there that they read their sentence, await their 

punishment, or expect their reward. They never seriously 
appeal thence to any extra-human tribunal. When facing 
the void from which Nature called them at birth, they are 
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unconcerned with what awaits them, as if some intimate as 
surance, of which they keep the secret, rendered them indif 
ferent. All the more striking is their concern with what 

men shall hold of them after they are gone, with the love or 

pity or execration of men. In the keeping of men they place 
justice, judgment, and all atonement. Theirs is, perhaps 
unawares, but consistently, the responsibility of freemen, and 

they reject all trial and judgment save by their peers. 
Here, indeed, is the secret of that atmosphere of august 

ness that hangs about the Shakespearean world, that ac 

counts for what is subtle and transcendant in his influence. 
If in his world the supernatural has been superseded by the 
natural, it is not because the gods have dwindled but because 
man has grown in stature. Neither Olympus nor Calvary 
dominates the scene, for man is the great heir of both. Their 

spiritual values he translates into his own rich humanity, not 

missing the revolts that stirred, under the shade of either 

authority, the prophetic soul of the world. He has gone up 
to the high places and drunk at the well-heads of inspiration : 
he has learnt the secret of humility and freedom, of pity and 

implacable justice, of untrammeled speculation and irreversi 

ble resolve. What place could there be in so splendid a spiri 
tual arsenal for the petty weapons that hang, in the forms of 
creeds and systems, at the side of the unimaginative, ready 
to hand in the interest of unspiritual ends? To such ends 

only, we have seen, Shakespeare consigns the wielders of 

them, while the children of his own genius, -full of grace and 
fortitude, proceed about the great business of informing with 
distinction the human spirit and enlarging its realm. Well 

might Ben Jonson say that the stage 
" 

shook 
" 

under the 
tread of such beings. For they are of the race, and their's 

is the function, of the Imaginative. 
Shakespeare's is not an imaginary world. It is a world 

of the Imaginative. In it, the imaginative give the key, set 
the standard, not for individuals only, but for existence. It 
is they who determine the meanings of life: of love and hate, 
of chastity and lust, of loyalty and treason; of wit and 

humor, and of intellect itself. In the plays there are only two 

categories of human beings. In the welter of political and 
social distinctions, Shakespeare is concerned philosophically 
only with two. The line is drawn, and drawn unerringly, be 
tween the imaginative and the unimaginative. King or clown, 

priest or layman, sceptic or believer, lover or warrior, states 
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man or peddler, all fall into one or other of the two final cate 

gories, and for all time hold our suffrage or forfeit it accord 

ing as they read life with or without imagination. For it is 
the law of Shakespeare's world, whether acknowledged or de 
nied ; it is the sun of its system, whether effulgent or suffering 
eclipse. Imagination, the sovereign quality of Hamlet, suf 
fers almost total eclipse in the hour of his mortal dejection; 
and the withdrawal of its 

" 
shaping spirit 

" 
leaves him to the 

unweeded garden, the sterile promontory, the foul and pesti 
lent congregation of vapors. But his own unconquerable 

imaginative values shine through his despondent or savage re 

pudiation of the unimaginative world he is imprisoned in; 
every word he utters is winged, and lifts whatever he touches ; 
his prose has in its rhythm the beat of pinions, and the still 
stretches of his verse are breathless with the intensity of his 

imaginative concentration. His imagination pierces to the 
farthest corners of his world and defines it not for him only, 
but for us ; defines not only its personages, but its religion, its 

morals, its arts and its philosophy, its ideas in short, not least 
the idea of honor. Everything about him is thrall to him, even 
as he enthralls us, as do always the greatly imaginative. Who 
ever parts with Hamlet but reluctantly? Who ever returns 
to him without something like amazement, thrilled by the 
encounter of some fresh instance of imaginative power? 

Hamlet is out on the great, the human adventure, and he is 
bound on his adventure not for personal but for human ends. 

Imaginative heir to the ages, he has to meet and revolution 
ize a society mortgaged to all the literalnesses of the past. 

He has our modern equipment to meet the modern problem. 
Therein is the secret of a part of his hold on us. His figure 
becomes a symbol of our intimate and finest self; we hang 
upon his words, his gestures, his fortunes, because they ex 

press our own spiritual drama, not alone our secret sorrow, 
our ultimate isolation, our intellectual revolt, our broken 

hopes, but also the potential triumph which may be snatched 
from defeat by the imaginatively distinguished. The peculiar 
personal allegiance he evokes rests upon our sense of being 
kin to him through our spiritual potentialities, our potenti 
ality for regarding our personal fortunes as mere experi 

ments in the great laboratory of life, an experiment which 
we may ourselves conduct in the great style, to greater than 

personal ends. In other words, Hamlet insinuates to us that 
we too may become august. 
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It is almost inevitable that before one has thought long 
of Shakespeare's world, one has settled to thinking of Ham 
let. For his is the pivotal character of that world. In creating 
him and his setting, Shakespeare is at his most characteristic 

moment. Therefore Goethe introduced Shakespeare by in 

troducing Hamlet to his day. The character of Hamlet, like 
the genius which conceived him, unites at their flood-tide the 

plastic and the intellectual elements of imagination. The 

play is literally fragrant with sensuous beauty, and yet it 
steels the mind by its firmness of intellectual analysis. In 
it you learn that there is one for whom you cannot ques 
tion 

" 
too curiously." The whole play is simply a pushing of 

the question farther and farther, and always imagination is 
there to see that the question is couched in admirably human 
terms. The action of Hamlet upon the world about him is the 
action of the poet upon experience. All sensible things he 
informs with human beauty, universalizes the detail of what 
ever category, and isolates in a given complex its kernel of 

psychologic law. The latter function is where Hamlet excels, 
and it is essentially the function of the poet who is also a 
dramatist. It is the feature wherein Shakespeare most excels 
the greatest of his contemporaries. To read his plays in the 
order of their writing is to watch the tightening of his intellec 
tual hold upon his subject. Where his early contemporaries 
stare and fumble, he sees and places. From the first he is 
careless about praising or blaming. His passion is the drama 

tist's, which is for understanding. It is also Hamlet's. The 
first crisis of his life, at which we assist, awakens it, and 
henceforth it supersedes every interest, and an act is trans 

formed for him into a psychological problem. Its solution 
alone is peremptory. For while the act is his, the psycho 
logic problem is mankind's. He does not solve it, but he 
succeeds in stating it, which solves his debt not so much 
to his father as to humanity. It is his recognition of the 

greater parenthood, the greater responsibility, that makes 

Hamlet the representative of the most majestic attribute of 
the children of Shakespeare; their indifference, in the 
crises of their lives, alike to the immemorial mandate of 
custom and to the brief authority of the latest creed; their 

passion for understanding instead of for obeying, and, 
under the worst blows of fate, their incapacity to recant. 

August in the imaginative splendor of their lives, they are 
not less so in their unregretful leave-taking, the termina 
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tion for them of existence, but not of their challenge of it. 
That is their inauguration of the modern world. 

II 

There is still another sovereign influence that interpene 
trates this very sublimity of Shakespeare's concept of life as 

feeling informs the lineaments of a countenance. I mean 
his benignity. 

The benignity of Shakespeare is like no other, unless 
it be that of Nature herself. Like hers, it is now an enkind 

ling warmth, a fragrance, and a bloom; now a suffusion, a 

stillness, a motion in the air. Like hers it is compatible with 
moments of fury, of utmost violence and the lashings of a 
sort of savage scorn of man, and like hers it persists beneath 
these moments and is less extinguished by them than it is 

heightened. For these are the irresistible reactions of a 

temper instinctively, positively and actively benign, to what 
ever outrages benignity. Like Nature's, it will have nothing 
to do with the obliteration of all distinction in human values 
that is symptomatic of the new casuistry that levels results by 
professing to discover an ultimate identity in all motives. 
So far from flattering humanity, Shakespeare's record would 
be, at certain moments, intolerable but for this settled un 
alterable benignity that sustains us even as the favoring in 
fluences of Nature have hitherto sustained man in his struggle 
with the adverse elements. 

The streams that feed this benignity are many, but there 
is one that winds through every landscape to reflect in it 
some fragment, some detail of the living earth, in a way 
that is deeply and exquisitely English. 

On her great venture, Man, 
Earth gazes, as her fingers touch his breast . . . 

In conceiving this striking figure Meredith may well have 
been prompted by Shakespeare, whose conceiving bosom is 
never unconscious of that supreme touch. The earth, in her 

varied aspects and fortunes, is entwined in the very fabric of 
the plays. None of them so monumental but some blossom 

ing spray of her's is flung across its steeps, some leaf clings 
to its walls or flower sprouts in the crannies to remind us of 
the mysterious constant flow of that tide that spells spring to 
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the earth and hope to the withered heart of man. She is an 

integral part of the very being of his men and women, builds 
them up before us and interprets them to us and their passions 
and destinies, and is constantly there not as the background 
but rather as the witness of all their action. For Shakespeare 
there is no dualism between the earth and man; he will in 

terpret either of them in terms of the other. 
" 

Violets dim 
" 

are 
" 

sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes, or Cytherea's 
breath 

" 
; winter's bared boughs are 

" 
ruined choirs," and 

he will translate us into the intense and subtle loveliness of 
an Italian summer night, on the wings of Greek myths, 
themselves the bodying forth of Nature's forces and inspired 
at her perennial font of fresh and tender beauty. For if it 

was the age that led Shakespeare to Greek mythology, it 
was Nature that gave him the freedom of it. Into the inmost 
recesses of Hamlet's spiritual suffering some memory of the 
" 

cheerful gods of Greece 
" 

carries a gleam of grace, a fresher, 

purer breath from the dawn-tinted peaks of Attic poetry, to 
relieve, as they pass, the close and stagnant air of the un 

weeded garden where he languishes. 
" 
Mercury, new 

lighted on a heaven-kissing hill 
" 

is only another image of 
that Nature whose humble flowers, plucked from an En 

glish wayside, fill the hands and strew the grave of Ophelia. 
But 

" 
the womb unmeasurable and infinite breast 

" 
of the 

Earth is the source where most often he seeks the symbols of 
men's spiritual attributes and fortunes. Man's ingratitude 
bites nearer than the 

" 
winter's wind 

" 
; his bounty is 

" 
an 

autumn that grew the more by reaping 
" 

; first love is 
" 

a 
violet in the youth of primy nature," youth itself a 

" 
liquid 

dew." More subtle is the murmur of Nature's eternal com 

mentary, the undertone to the brief poignant cries of man's 

suffering or joy. Mingling with the last farewells of lovers 
we catch the clear note of the lark beating the 

" 
vaulty 

heaven 
" 

where day breaks to usher in more than their part 

ing. The old familiar voices of the night, 
" 

the owl's scream 
and the cricket's cry," strike to the guilty ear of murder the 
knell of all familiar innocent sounds. The 

" 
sheets of fire 

" 

and 
" 

bursts of horrid thunder," the 
" 

groans of roaring wind 
and rain 

" 
that sweep the naked heath where old age runs 

unbonneted before the blast, carry Nature forward in the 

supreme scene of all tragedy to take her part in the dia 

logue in trumpet-tones and awe us with the mysterious 

paradox of her double r?le of ruthless accomplice and in 
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exorable judge of man's cruelty to man. To Shakespeare's 
ear, the pulse of her vaster rhythms throbs through the 
darkest moments of human destiny. The hasty fortunes of 

men are strung upon the endless chain of the recurring 
miracle of the dawn and the consummation of day, and even 
while we hold our breath in suspense as we watch in indi 
vidual man the rising consciousness of the world play its 

winning or its losing game with blind circumstance, we are 
aware that Nature is setting her stage for new and greater 
performances. Indeed, the pity and tenderness which 

Shakespeare evokes beyond any other tragedian for life's 
victims would be intolerable,?for him as well as for us,? 
without the mitigation of that cosmic consciousness which 
he makes us share with him. The last oblivion comes as a 

refuge to tortured Lear, but we who watch his passing know 
that Nature, though she records, will not heed his prayer 
that she crack her moulds and 

" 
all germens spill at once 

that make ungrateful man." For the imaginative grandeur 
of Lear, the uses to which he put his own adversity, Nature 
will not permit to be lost in her vast economy, nor in his 
who was her instrument. Shakespeare sees man not as a 

private person only, with his freight of sorrow or joy, but 
as an eternal creature who shares the glory and retards or 

forwards the fortunes of the race. 

And if the fine detail and the vaster cosmic aspects of 
Nature breathe into Shakespeare's world the fragrance of 
an incomparable benignity, her touch upon his genius sets 
free there also the flow of her deeper sagacity, her slow 
unalterable preferences, her equally slow but inexorable re 

jections, her eternal distinctions. It was because his steps 
are charted by her compass that Shakespeare 

" 
kept at all 

times to the highroad of life." For that highroad is, in the 
end, of Nature's own building. It is capable of infinite pro 
longing, but its direction is set once for all. The trend of 
civilization indicates the polarization of the instincts for order 
and progress, and for emphasizing distinctions and assuring 
their maintenance. This is the reason, the sole one, why 

Shakespeare's dramatic action always lies within the clear 

ings effected by law within the jungle of primitive appetite. 
For there, his instinct told him, lie also the central obstacles 
that beset man's progress on the road of Nature's advance. 

He never was infected with the timidities and terrors of para 
doxical and perverted natures that balk at the familiar and 
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normal as primitive minds balk at the new and strange. In 
an age of moral confusions, of unbridled license in experi 

mentation in every field of human passion, Shakespeare 
left it to others to explore the mere heresies, the mere re 

volts, the mere relapses, perversions, of contemporary thought 
and feeling. He is not troubled to expose their fallacies; 
he is simply absorbed in the great and lasting human preoc 
cupations. He perceives the institutions and accepted rela 

tionships of civilized life in perspective, as the deep channels 

wrought by Nature herself down the course of the ages, the 
channels that gather and preserve the various streams, flow 

ing from the great watersheds of experience, of the spiritual 
intelligence in men, until that day when, in the words of 

Prospero, 
their understanding 

Begins to swell, and the approaching tide 

Will shortly fill the reasonable shores 

That now lie foul and muddy. 

This it is that gives, I believe, such strength and sweetness 
and rest to what Shakespeare has to tell of the human story. 

His constructive action in the moral consciousness is never 

built on subversions. He drives our acquiescences deeper 
and lifts into a purer ether the summits whither, for ages, 

men's eyes have turned for inspiration. None, indeed, has 

castigated more ruthlessly than he the abuses, the unjustified 
pretensions, of rank and office, of 

" 
damned custom 

" 
and 

" 
brief authority." But through their temporary aspects 

his vision pierces to the spirit of the laws and sees them as 

they are,?as all things human are,?Janus-faced, and reads 

them not by the obscure brute crouching in the night of the 

past, but by the godlike features of the face turned toward 
the future and mantled with the rising hues of the dawn. 

The whole vast fabric of his work flings wider and delves 

deeper the fundamental human distinction, the distinction 
between good and evil. He is just toward evil. He deprives 
it of no moiety of its excuses, but he does not, like so many of 

his, and our, contemporaries, flatter it. The clearest-eyed of 

his characters are the least ambiguous in their challenge of 

evil, whether to define it as intelligences or, as moral agents, 
to destroy it. The personages of his world to whom is con 

fided the vindication of the moral law, will bend all their 

energies to understanding evil, in whatever quarter it may 
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appear, but this is not to compound with it, but the more 

absolutely to master it. Then, and not till then, do they 
forgive it. 

Ill 

Shakespeare's Influence, then, means to me not that of a 

system, nor a scheme of action ; not even a point of view. It 
means nothing else than the Influence of the Great Individ 
ual. And in this most catholic of all influences he is also the 

most English. For the individual has been England's su 

preme gift to the world of politics, and t? the province of 

political philosophy. It is with a sort of inevitability, it is 
in accordance with Nature, that English poetical genius 
should carry forward this gift into its consummation in the 

world of human personality. 
The present hour, more than any that has struck for the 

race, calls us to heed this central fact in the spiritual leading 
of Shakespeare: its emphasis on the individual. Now, as 
never before, civilized man feels 

his sail-yards tremble, his masts crack, 
And his rapt ship run on her side so low 
That she drinks water, and her keel plows air. 

Of that uncharted world on whose brink he now hovers, he 
knows nothing, save that its possibilities for good and evil are 
infinite. The fury of the storm he has traversed has torn 
from him all the 

" 
lendings 

" 
of his nature, has stripped him 

of the newest as of the oldest of his creeds : it has set free our 
love and loyalty and faith to return to their only and last 
source and object, individual man. 

Toward him we are carried, irresistibly, by Shakespeare's 
Influence. Human life, the very human body, was infinitely 
beautiful and sacred to him. He considered with anguish 
its fragility, and spared neither himself nor us what is in 

tolerable, what is unprophetic, in its passing. On man he 
lavished the inexhaustible store of his tenderness, for in man 

he saw not only the paragon of animals, but the vessel of 

imagination, not only the wonder, but the hope, of the world. 

Upon him he showered all the grace of life, and on his shoul 
ders he laid the load of its responsibilities. To the refining 
of man's nature he brought all the purity of his passion, and 
all the power of his intelligence to the understanding of him. 
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To understand him, early became the ruling passion of his 
life. It is the cue that leads him through the maze of his 
comic and tragic world; it is embodied in all his great crea 
tions ; their sole conception of possession, whether of men or 

things, is to understand them. 
To understand. The presence of Shakespeare amongst 

us enjoins this supreme obligation, and points us the way to 
its discharge. From the beginning his gaze was rivetted, his 

allegiance fixed, on man, the individual. Always that touch 
of Nature's on his breast gave him free and patient thoughts, 
free from the itch of novelty, from the icy rage of fanaticism, 
from the snare of paradox. From the beginning, and in 
storm and sun, he trod the path of Nature, and at the end it 

was before her vast perspective that he stood in prophetic 
reflection. Thence, we too may perceive the cloud-capp'd 

towers, the gorgeous palaces, the solemn temples of the new 

world of the greatly imaginative, if we heed the whisper: 

Spirits are not finely touch'd 
But to fine issues. 

F. V. Keys. 
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